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'If you never answer questions, they '11 never know the truth.
ARMSTRONG STATE COLLAGE
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Daycare Arrives On Campus:
Sports Complex To Be Remodeled
To Accomodate Infantile Inhabitants

By Justin Kidding
Armstrong State College
In an unprecedented move to ac
commodate the child care needs
of nontraditional students and full
time faculty on campus, ASC Of
ficials have decided to relinquish
their
stand
against
the
unaffordability of day care on
campus and open up a state of the
art day care center.
At first the administration was
opposed to the idea due to the high
cost of hiring a full time daycare
staff, obtaining liability insurance
and finding a new building suit
able to house young children
which was away from the main
stream traffic of students attend
ing classes.
Those problems have now
been resolved. With the firing of
the entire Physical Education de
partment over sex scandals and
misappropriation of funds to buy
condos for all the female basket
ball players (the business office
says they were duped into believ
ing they were paying for condoms
and that somebody must have
moved the decimal points around
when they weren't looking), there
should be more than enough
money left over after the law suits
to pay for renovation of the
weight room into a state of the art
childcare facility.
It is rumored that Dr. Roger
Council, who retired from his po
sition as Athletic Director in
March of this year, will be rein
stated as the head of the daycare
center. He and Assistant Director
Eddie Aenchbacher will be in
charge of changing diapers for the

more than 100 one to two year
olds who have already enrolled in
the program.
When asked whether or not
they felt this was a come down
from their original positions, both
men just laughed and said that
dealing with cry babies and pails
of excrement wasn't really that
much different from what they
had always been doing since hired
on to work at Armstrong.
Another hopeful employee
with the daycare center was dis
missed when a 2 year old accused
him of touching her in a bad place.
The instructor, who's name was
not released to Stinkwell
employee's said it was all a big
frame up and that he was just try
ing to straighten her diaper so
nothing would leak out and spread
outside the confines of the sports
complex, or something to that ef
fect.
Two female basketball
coaches were fired because they
refused to keep quiet about the
leak. They are seeking out Roger
Counsil, um, I mean, legal counsil
at the moment to decide what
options they should pursue at this
point in the ball game, but chances
are, if heads roll, butts are sure to
follow and it doesn't appear to be
a pretty sight no matter which end
you choose to take a look at.
In the mean time, the local
garbage workers have gone on
strike and it seems the diaper ex
crement just keeps piling up at the
Sports Complex and no one is
willing to carry out the mess with
out direct orders from President
Burnett, who was last seen check

ing out his financial assets at the
local bank in preparation for his
future retirement. "I'm really get
ting to old to handle all this mess
myself," said Burnett. "I've been
running a day care center for stu
dents and teachers for nearly 20
years now and all I get is whin
ing and complaining. They can
take this job, I've had it!"
The young tykes at the day
care center, fed up with the inad
equate behavior of the adults,
have formed their own group on
campus to gain equal justice.
Lead ringer and spokeschild ,
Evan Jensen held a press confer
ence to announce that the kids
were taking over the ASC cam
pus. "If this is how adults act, we
don't ever want to grow up!" said
Jensen.
Jensen's group, calling them
selves the Fruit of the Loins Guys,

manding that the adult faculty
step down and be replaced by
kids.
"In their favor," Jensen stated,
"Maybe all they need is a little
more nap time and more special
ized supervision, but this kind of
behavior has got to end and we're
here to put a stop to it."
"Adults who don't behave
will be put in time out, until they
learn to get along with their play
mates and from now on, we kids
are going to decide how
money is spent. You see what hap
pens when you give adults every
thing they ask for? They've got
ten so spoiled there's just no liv

ing with them anymore. They
need to stop being so serious and
take time out to play."
When young Jensen was
asked how his parents, John and
Linda felt about this, he just
smiled coyly and said, "Well, dad
never really grew up in the first
place and mom is so busy trying
to keep dad in shape that she
pretty much lets me do what I
want as long as it doesn't hurt
anyone else and I get to bed by
8:00 on preschool nights."
For a photographic profile and
an update of this latest breaking
story, please turn to page 4 of this
edition of the Stinkwell.
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immediately labeled as lesbians,
while men who wear dresses are con
sidered just plain weird.
Sometimes we have to blend into
the crowd to be accepted. This is
We use clothes to make a state something society and the business
ment we might otherwise not feel world drills into our brains. It is
comfortable in making. Few teenag called "appropriate dress" and is a
ers have the nerve to go tell their skill few of us master completely
parents and teachers to piss off and without copying the styles of others.
Dear Editor,
I am basically not a fanatic about leave them alone, but such ideas can What was appropriate dress 20 years
being "in style". I'll admit that I do be expressed freely by wearing ago may be totally unacceptable now
baggy jeans with more holes than and what one wears freely in the
try to move along with the times, but
they have appendages to fit through United States, may get one beheaded
that is where my relationship with the
or by dressing in clothes that make
fashion industry ends. I'm the kind them "look like slobs." In their in an old world culture.
of person who is content to wear a minds, teens are not slobs but are If not being accepted for one's man
pair of jeans and a shirt. Recently making a political and economic ner of dress-means not being hired
for a job, not attracting a mate or not
however, I acquired a few friends statement against the artificialities of
being able to find friends, few people
whose feelings about clothes are "professional" dress. After all, what
are willing to be original and those
is professional dress to a "profes
very strong.
who are, usually are self employed
Everyone it seems is on a popu sional" boxer: boxer shorts?
and so sure of themselves that they
Clothes can be comforting. They
larity kick. Evidently, what a person
don't really care what anyone thinks
wears must have something to do keep us warm in winter and cool in as long as they are happy.
summer. They hide parts we don't
with who can be his/her friend and
You will generally find more
want people to see and show off parts
who cannot. It is truly amazing to we're proud of. People judge us by poseurs (people who dress like some
notice people's attire. Why do people our fashion sense and psychologists one else other than who they really
wear what everyone else is wearing? have a field day trying to analyze are) among the younger crowd and
Go ahead and say it, "Because no one people's inner selves as expressed by those who are going through some
sort of change. These folks just aren't
wants to be different from the rest of their outer layers.
quite sure who they are or who they
If you are doubtful that clothing
the crowd." Not! The real reasons are
want to be and are searching for their
because everyone is turning into a carries a message, just look at the secret identity. They are flirting with
"poseur". People always have to pre mass popularity of T-shirts with slo fashion, living dangerously without
gans, logos and graphics that iden
tend to be something they aren't.
tify us with one group or another. We doing harm. They are becoming what
The original people are a dying
have become walking advertisers for they wear, like kids playing dress-up
breed. Everywhere I look Isee trendy
or donning a table cloth for a super
beer and cigarettes. We can tell the
clothes. If red shirts with blue dots world who we are and what we be hero cape.
Ironically, it isn't people's cloth
are in style one week, then everyone lieve in: We a re environmentalists,
ing
that isolates us from them so
will have one. They think they are Christians, atheists, connoisseurs of
much
as it is our own attitudes to
being stylish. That is not being styl hard rock and heavy metal or lover's
ward
what
they are wearing. We usu
ish, that is being a clone. So please, of cats, dogs, horses, birds. We can
ally
prefer
to be around people who
for the sake of all the originals out let our T-shirts do our bragging for
dress
as
we
do, because it makes us
there, don't boost "the poseurs" egos us: State Champion in Tae Kwon Do, feel more comfortable. We feel like
by wearing the latest fad. Be your Survivor of a Wilderness Trek, 200 we fit in and that our ideals ar
e shared
mile bike ride, marathon runner. You
own person, and remember, you can
by
others
who
dress
like
us.
name it, there's a shirt for it.
buy fashion, but you can't buy style.
When we look at someone in a
Our choice in clothing is often
business
suit, standing next to some
NAME WITHHELD UPON
misinterpreted by others. Like it o r
one
in
torn
jeans, we generally as
REQUEST
not, we are expected to dress a cer
sume
the
suited
person to be in
tain way and originality is frequently
charge.
We
tend
to
forget that under
ed. Clothing is a lot like money., It's discouraged. If one wore a Star Trek neath the clothing, everyone is as
something that no other creature in Uniform to teach class in or a Base
equally naked as everyone else. So,
nature has a need for; something cre ball uniform to a wedding, that would
you have to learn to look through the
ated by humans and given artificial be original, but.... We are expected
clothing,
so to speak, at the real per
value. It separates the haves from the to wear dresses or suits to job inter
son
beneath
and choose your friends
have nots, but no one is really will views. If we wear grunge clothing,
based
on
who
they are and not what
ing to chuck the whole system and people tend to think we are grungey
they
wear.
Clothing
is not so much a
people who are lazy and don't care
go around naked again.
separator
as
it
is
an
identifier and
Whether it be truth or fable, we about the way w e look.
many
poseurs
are
simply
trying to
No matter how open minded and
can trace all our fashion woes back
create
an
identity
with
which
they
original
we
claim
to
be,
we
are
all
to the original humans, Adam and
feel
comfortable,
just
as
yo
u
are
com
fashion
critics
at
heart.
We
tend
to
Eve. Rumor has it that they were
perfectly fine with the animal skins think that good looking women who fortable in "just jeans and a shirt."
It s tough, but if you can leam to
they had on, until a slysalesman con dress in tight clothing are attractive,
vinced them that they weren't ani if not a bitconceited, but when heavy look at the person who is trying to
mals after all and could only prove weight women dress in spandex, we find their own style through fashion
this by wearing clothing to hide their roll our eyes in dismay and wonder and see the Superperson beneath the
genitals from view....a concept that how anyone could dare be so brazen, glasses and the Clark Kent disguise,
I, for one welcome to no end. But, when they should be covering up you can help draw them out and
the original concept of clothing as their rotundness, not making it easier show them that style is who they are,
protection from embarrassment and to see.
not what they wear, but until you can
the elements has had some far reach
Women who choose not to wear do that, until wecan do that, none of
ing consequences on modernized makeup, wear boyish clothes and are us can truly claim to be originals,
societies.
not blessed with feminine looks are no matter what our manner of dress!

THAT'S FASHION,
NOT STYLE
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The Inkwell is published and dis
tributed bi-weekly, five times during
the Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters
on alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
available in distribution boxes
throughout the halls on campus and
in Lane Library and the Cafeteria.
Subscriptions by mail are available for
a five dollar fee per quarter.
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments for improvement provided
that they are clearly written or typed.
All letters submitted for publication
must be signed and a phone number
should be provided for verification
purposes. Names will be withheld
upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public an
nouncements, press releases, etc. Such
information will be published free of
charge at the discretion of the edito
rial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not nec
essarily express the opinions of anyone
other than the person who has writ ten
them and are not to be taken as a reflec
tion upon the views of the faculty, ad
ministrators, the University System of
Georgia or the Board of Regents.
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New SGA President
Punches Vice President
In Free-For-All Brawl

By Sharon West
cut down on all this stuff."
Armstrong's Student Govern
Williams is appealing the case
ment Association seem to have on the grounds that the devil made
From Staff Reports
had its share of trouble lately. her do it. "I don't drink and I don't
Tuesday, March 26th, at noon, do drugs, but when you're work
to hit her because she is a woman,
"They haven't even been
Treasurer Lorie Williams was ar ing with this group, it's hard not sworn in yet and they're at it all
but finally he had enough and he
rested by campus police for em to do something bad to relieve the ready!!" exclaimed Secretary Jo
tossed her over his head and
bezzling funds from the Student stress and pressure. It was either Lloyd of Armstrong's Student
jumped up to leave, but not be
Activities fees. According to po eat chocolate or kill someone. Government Association.
fore she punched him in the eye!"
lice, Secretary Jo A. Lloyd was the Under the circumstances, I think
"I was so amazed! At that
Ms. Lloyd was speaking of an
one who turned her in. "It was I made the right decision, but I all-out free-for-all between the
point, he grabbed her by the col
shameful!!! Just shameful!!" said know now there are better ways incoming SGA President, Pam
lar and began to choke her, so she
Ms. Lloyd when the Inkwell crew of dealing with my stress."
kicked him...right in the stom
Aubrey and Vice President Sean
arrived for the interview. "She had
Williams lawyers appealed to Connolly.
ach!! That's when A1 Harris (the
all this chocolate all around her, school officials to reinstate her to
SGA Advisor) came up and sepa
According to Ms. Lloyd, who
Hundreds and hundreds of dollars the position of treasurer. In return, was an eye witness to the incident,
rated the two of them before they
worth and she wouldn't even she will do community service Aubrey and Connolly had a dis
killed each other."
share a little....so, I called the po work handing out chocolate Eas agreement about the type coffee
"What a man! He quietly sat
lice!! That'll show her. I hope they ter eggs at Savannah Mall dressed that should be served at a school
them both down and suggested
send her up the river. Let her ex in a big pink bunny suit.
that they serve two types of cof
function.
plain to her cell mates how she
fee and cokes as well. I tell you,
"Pink's not really my color,"
Ms. Lloyd gave a picturesque
couldn't even share her stupid said Williams, but hey, I get all description of the incident." Pam this man has a solution for every
chocolate."
thing! I was so impressed, I nearly
the free chocolate I can eat. Who wanted to serve Suisse Mocha,
Ms. Williams was cuffed and could ask for anything more."
wet my britches!!!"
but Sean said it wasn't manly
dragged to the police station
So, the next time you see the
Ms. Lloyd, feeling sorry that enough and he wouldn't be caught
where she was beaten severely. she'd turned her friend in, decided dead drinking it. Pam then gave
SGA serving coffee and cokes,
She burst into tears as she finally to help out by selling the confis him an order to drink the stuff, but
you'll know it was because of the
confessed, "I'm sorry! I had a cated candy back out to the stu Sean stated that he wasn't in the
two egomaniacs ip the SGA Ex
chocolate attack! Ididn't mean to dents in the bookstore. "We made army and that she couldn't force
ecutive Board office and their ter
misappropriate funds. I didn't over 100 profit on the sell back," him to do anything."
rific Faculty Advisor, A1 Harris.
know what I was doing. I can't stated Lloyd. "We might have to
We'll keep you posted on any
"The next thing I knew," said
believe Jo would turn me in. I do this more often."
further skirmishes as the new
Lloyd, "Pam was sitting on top of
shared with her the last two times
Unfortunately, the profit mar him attempting to pour hot cof
SGA officials settle in for busi
I did this, but she's so greedy. She gin was lowered to almost 60% fee down his throat. Sean refused
ness.
tries to hog all the good stuff and when unsuspect
takes bites out of the creme filled ing students
ones and puts them back in the opened their
box like I won't notice."
boxes of candy
A1 H arris, the SGA faculty to discover that
advisor, just shook his head sol someone had
emnly. "It just goes to show what taken a bite out
can happen if you don't take con of all the creme
trol of your life."
filled pieces.
When asked how he was go
"Darned
ing to deal with this incoming mice, we'll have
SGA Board, he simply shook his to look into that
head and said, "Well, there's al problem at the
ways early retirement. It seems to next
senate
be catching around this place any meeting," Lloyd
way!"
commented.
Dr. Joe Buck, Head of Student "After all, we
Affairs said, as he was eating a aim to please,
conspicuous looking Hershey Bar Buuuumrrppppp!
with Almonds, "I sure wish stu Oh! Excuse me!
dents at Armstrong would look It must have
into the type of people they are been something
voting into office. It sure would I ate "
Williams, with the evidence still on her face, is cuffed by ASC Officer Starnes
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New Daycare Center
Brings Changes to ASC

No more Miss ASC? But I've trained all my life for this

Channel 11 News reporter, Dougie Peeks tries to uncover the mystery behind the
firing of the Physical Education staff at the new sports complex. "When they said
heads would roll, I didn't know they meant department heads," said Peeks.
Stinkwell cameras caught Peeks hiding beneath a lady's skirts in this shocking
exclusive photo. The media refused to comment.
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Dr. John Welsh welcomes schedule changes
brought about by new daycare. Now we can go
to the weight room for a cookie break! This is
my kind of workout session."

I?

Evan Jensen, ringleader of the new
children's advocacy group on campus, is
served cake by dad John Jensen in a spe
cial ceremony for daycare participants.

Abe Skidmore-Hesse lends his tallents to the Faculty Lecture Series
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Earthquake Hits ASC
Campus Over Spring Break

Rare Siamese Triplets found attending classes at ASC campus. Students claim
they are friends of Floyd Adams, or at least they share the same taylor.

Brave students try to hold up the walls of the Fine
Arts building as powerful quake ratttles the building
over the Spring Break Holiday.

President Burnett, acting Athletic Director Eddie
Aenchbacher, Chancellor Portch and Vice President
Butler survey the quake damage to the new Sports
Complex Center. "It's going to take a while to patch
this one up," said Burnett. Photographer Gail
Brannen (standing behind V.P.Butler) dodges her
step around something rolling around on the floor.
"I'm not sure what it was," said Brannen, "but I
swear it looked just like a woman's head..."
Brannen could produce no evidence to substantiate
the appearance of a rolling head and was rumored to
be under suspension for spreading malicious gossip
Without
--H-M

ASC Officials give news reporters a tour from the new 78 tiered Parking
Garage installed off Science Drive. Administrators have also arranged
for helicopter shuttles to airlift students from the garage directly to class
Said President Burnett, "This should put an end top those lazy yahoos
incessant whining. Burnett said ASC is paying for the garage themselves
by raising student fees to 20,000 dollars per semester. "We thought of
using city funds," said Burnett, "but that darned Joe Mahaney kept
insisting we name the garage after Jimmy Carter, so we decided we
SGA Senator,
would fund it ourselves.
Jim Jacobs discovers
a rare Dupontian
H
mm
County Commissioner Joe
Pine
that surfaced
£ I || '
' Mahaney argues his case to
from the ground in
ir
tf name the new ASC parking
front
of the Memorial
jj 4 W jj| jyJjS |
garage after former president
College Center just
- Jimmy Carter at a recent
moments after the
*» l | •MML Jfr*.
, press conference. Many stuearthquake struck.
JU
mjm^k 4
dents felt the new garage should
ASC Officials
be named after more appropriate
are excited about this
figures. Suggestions ranged
rare historical artifact
'
from the honorable Mayor
and plan to display it
W
Floyd Adams, Tomochichi and
in the ASC dumpster
I,
Hyakutake, but no names have
from now until the
•P •
been chosen yet. School offinext
scheduled pick
cials plan to have a conference
up service.
Hfe>to announce the final decision.
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It's the Real Thing Baby!
Just in case you haven't figured it
out yet, " April Fool's!!!"
We hope we haven't inconve
nienced any of you too much. We
are putting this thing together the
week after finals and everyone up
here is a bit crazed and running
off of caffeine highs and lack of
sleep jitters. On Wednesday, the
last day of finals and the first day
of Spring, Former SGA President
Elizabeth Russell and the editor
of the Inkwell were seen lurking
around the cafeteria in search of
an egg, which was graciously pro
vided by cafeteria manager Kenn
Eckhardt, who is used to the
Inkwell and SGA crew running
rampant through his kitchen in
search of leftovers and free ice for
meetings that hardly anyone ever

shows up for.
The egg was used to test the
theory that on the day of the Ver
nal Eqinox, an egg will stand on
end Without falling over on its
side. Much to everyone's amaze
ment and delight, the theory was
shown to be correct, and the egg
was returned to the kitchen un
harmed, to become part of some
unwary student's breakfast.
It may have seemed a silly
thing to do, but for us it was a
learning experience that will re
main with us for the rest of our
lives; proving, as Elizabeth and Jo
might put it,that contrary to popu
lar belief, students are capable of
doing something other than just
sitting in class pushing pencils
around on a tablet and listening

to egotistic professors tell us that
we're not intelligent enough to
pursue research and experimentation on our own accord.
The egg experiment was further enhanced by the fact that later
that evening, we viewed the
comet Hyakutake shimmering
hazily in the eastern sky. Wow!
How often is it that you stand an
egg on end and watch a comet all
in the same day....not something
just anyone can claim to have
done, is it?
Life is special like that. It's
not so much the really big things
we do in life that impress us as
much as it is the simple, almost
childish things that fascinate us at
any age and make us feel the won
ders of being likechildren again.

Forgive us as we have fun
with this Stinkwell issue. We
know there is a lot ofserious news
going on out there, but school is
out and we can t afford to goanywhere for Spring Break, so thisis
our way to relax and unwind.
If you are truth impaired like
most of us and are gullibleenough
to believe that Santa really did
haul all those-toys around on a
reindeer powered sleigh, then we
hope this issue hasn't caused you
too much inconvenience or in
continence, as the case may be.
We tried to be funny and
witty, but hey, it's the week after
finals and we're lucky if we can
make it out the house without put
ting our drawers on backwards,so
give us break.

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING
THIS MAGAZINE 5AY5
THAT THERE'S A LIFEJRESOtP STATUE OF
aVIS ON THE DARK
SIDE OF THE

/WON!!

"

AND THIS OTHER MAffAZINE
SAYS THAT MICHAEL
JACKSON IS SECRETLY
MARRIED TO HIMSELF.!/

...AND I KNOW IT'S ALL
TRUE B ECAUSE AAOSES
BROUGHT THESE D OWN
FROM THE MOUNTAINTOPJ

YOU BIG NINNY M OSES BROUGHT THE

"TABLET? DOWN FROM THE MOUNTAIN
...NOT THE 'TABLOIDS!

Y

k.

"How about putting hangers
on your shopping list?"

Featuring 18 Pool Tables, 3 Dart
Boards, Snooker & Full Bar + Deli!
13051 Abercorn Street * Savannah, Ga., 31419

Free Half-Hour of Pool w/
Lunch Purchase Mon.-Sat.!
Open 11:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m. Mon.-Thur.
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. Fri.-Sat.
1:00 p.m. - Midnight on Sunday
Thesday Night is College Night!
Discount Pool and
$1.00 Drafts w/ College ID!

ASC Coupon
SOUTHSIDE BILLIARD CLUB

One Hour of Pool Half Price
Limit One Per Person Per Visit
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New Faculty Assigned to ASC

Coastal Sportscards & Comics Says:
STOP Paying High Prices!
We are aggressively out to beat any & all legitmate
prices!

BUY-SELL-TRADE
| on All
MAGIC The Gathering I Lavawayii
IceAge Boosters 79.00 I Comic Boole
IceAge/ 4th Starters 65.00 Back Is sues
Homelands 57.00
f 50% off; I
4th Edition Boosters 79.00
Chronicles 81.00
LARGE SELECTION SINGLE
CARDS 50% OFF!!!
Has access to over 10,000 dealers and suppliers world
wide for all yor trading cards, sets, inserts, way boxes,
and cases of all sorts

Mon-Fri 11-7 • Sat 10-7 • Sun 12-6
6608 White Bluff Road
Savannah, GA 31405
(912) 692-0016

In an order to hire more minorities on campus,
Twin Brothers Marlon Wayans (1) and Shawn
Wayans (r), are scheduled to replace Chief Lyons
of the ASC Police and Dr. Thorne in Biology.

Dr. Doug Bradley to teach Acupuncture
Course for Physical Therapy Program

"Miss Kelly, could you get
the window washing com
pany on the line?"

Shocking Accident Occurs on Ecology Field Trip

Top Video Rentals
1. Waterworld starring Kevin
Costner (Columbia TriStar — Rated:
— PG:13) Last Week No. 2
2. Under Siege 2: Dark Territory
Steven Seagal (Warner — R ) No. 7
3. The Usual Suspects Stephen
Baldwin (PolyGram — R) N o. 6
4. Desperado Antonio Banderas
(Columbia TriStar — R) No. 4
5. Net Sandra Bullock (Columbia
TriStar — P G-13) No. 4
6. Dangerous Minds Michelle
Pfeiffer (Buena Vista — R) No. 14
7. Something To Talk About
Julia Roberts (Warner — R) No. 9
8. Nine Months Hugh Grant (FoxVideo — PG-13) No. 3
9. Showgirls Elizabeth Berkeley
(MGM/UA) No. 5
10. Clueless Alicia Silverstone
(Paramount — P G-13) No. 8
11. Beyond Rangoon Patricia Arquette (Columbia TriStar — R) New
Entry
12. Jeffrey Steven Weber (Orion
— R) New Entry
13. Virtuosity Denzel Washington
(Paramount — R) No. 29
14.
Jade David Caruso
(Paramount — R ) No. 12
15. Die Hard With A Vengeance
Bruce Willis (FoxVideo — R) No

10

i

—

——
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tv ' E-0„nP,h Relvea was eaten alive by a monsterous Stinkhorn last Tuesday when he led his ecology students on a field trip on the ASC campus.
Dr. Kenneth Relyea was e
y
st^oms miracle grow and a full scale investigation will be launched.Funeral arrangements have
nm been 3U X
pass thmug^the Stinkhom's digestive system with only minor injuries. Until such time,
ecology studen'ts in Relyea's class will be accepting monetary contributions in lieu of flowers.

16. Kids (Vidmark Entertainment
— NR) No. 18
17. First Knight Sean Connery
(Columbia TriStar — PG-13) No. 15
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Bakula (MGM/UA — R) No. 11
19- WhiIe You Were Sleeping
Sandra Bullock (Buena Vista — PG)
No 20
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Medical Students Urged
To Not Take Part In Dog
Experiments

UC Prez Blocks Fee Hike
For Harrassment Suits
By College Press Service
BOULDER, Colo.—University
of Colorado president John
Buechner blocked a student fee
hike that would have charged stu
dents an extra $2.40 per year to
cover sexual harassment suits.
CU has been hit with several
major harassment and discrimina
tion cases. University officials
have set aside $2.3 million this
year for settlements. To help cover
those costs, a $2.40 sexual harass
ment cost was to be tacked onto
students' annual fees. The $366
annual student fee funds recre
ation, cultural events, the health
center and other student programs
on the 24,440-student campus.
"That money could be paying
for student programs," said Leslie
Danks, before the roll-back was
announced. She is triexecutive of
the CU Student Union on the
Boulder campus.
After students objected that
their money would be used to pay
for faculty and adminstrator indis
cretions, university officials re
lented and withdrew the fee.
Buechner announced that
Boulder chancellor Roderic Park
and he had agreed to pay the
settlements without using student
fees. "The chancellor and I also
agree that no student fees will be
used to meet these obligations,"
said CU president John Buechner
in a brief statement.
But CU regents said two ma
jor issues remain: how to pay for
settlements and how to stop the
problem. "The money is not go
ing to come from tuition or stu
dent fees," promised board chair
man Hank Anton Jr.

Faulkner Says She'd
Try The Citadel Again
By College Press Service
WASHINGTON—The only
woman to be accepted to the allmale Citadel said she wants to
return to the military college, even
though her experience there led
her to a breakdown.
Shannon Faulkner, in her first
public speech since withdrawing
from the state-supported school

last fall, told an audience of
Georgetown University students
that she would like to call The
Citadel her alma mater.
"I wish I could go back to the
school, and if I could go back in
the fall, it will take everything I
have inside and outside of me to
walk inside those gates," said
Faulkner.
Faulkner described her legal
fight to be the first female cadet
to be admitted to The Citadel as
"two-and-a-half years of hell."
Throughout that time, she was the
only female student to attend day
classes at the school. This fall, a
federal court ordered the school
to admit her to the cadet corps, but
after a few days of training,
Faulkner withdrew from the pro
gram, citing mental and physical
stress.
"I can't tell you that I'm totally
well," she said. "Basically, I had
a mental, physical and spiritual
breakdown." Faulkner said none
of the male cadets talked to her
except upperclassmen, who had to
give her orders. When she spoke
in class, students hissed. One male
cadet who publicly defended her
was later beaten.
Faulkner said she does not re
gret quitting the program and
hopes the school will admit
groups of women in the future so
they do not have to survive on
their own. "I know a lot of people
are disappointed in me, but I
would not like anyone to go
through what I did," she said. The
audience responded with cheers
and a standing ovation.

UNC Mascot Killed
By College Press Service
CHAPEL HILL, N.C.—Why
anyone would want to slaughter
a ram that served as the Univer
sity of North Carolina's mascot is
still a mystery to police.
The Tar Heel mascot, named
Rameses XXIX, was found last
month with its throat slit and its
left shoulder cut off, police said.
The animal had been removed

from its chain and dragged across
a field close to the farm where it
lived.
No one has been charged with
the crime, although police suspect
that teen-agers may have killed
the animal on a dare.
For 70 years, the ram has been
the official mascot of all North
Carolina's athletic teams, al
though it only appears on the side
lines at football games.
Legend has it that the ram became
the mascot when a cheerleader in
1924 was inspired by a bruising
fullback nicknamed "the battering
ram," and decided the Tar Heels
needed a symbol because Geor
gia teams had a bulldog and North
Carolina State had a wolf.
A university spokesperson said
the campus now has a new ram.
Rameses XXX will make his de
but at Tar Heel football games this
fall.

Wrestler Takes A
Little Off The Top
By College Press Service
KENT, Ohio—When Kent State
University wrestler stepped on the
scales before a match against an
Edinboro University opponent
this past season, he discovered he
was a hair or two over the maxi
mum weight for his class.
Freshman Ed Hamway was
6.4 ounces over his 167-pound
division limit. So rather than have
his team lose valuable points
against the opposition, Hamway
decided to see if he could trim off
the extra weight.
How could he lose it in time
for the match? He cut his hair—
or at least his teammates did.
Hamway's teammates gave the
wrestler a haircut in the locker
room—trimming just enough off
the top so that Hamway made
weight.
Although Hamway lost his
match, Kent State went on to cap
ture the meet 19-13—by more
than just a hair.

By Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service
DENVER—The dog first is
anesthetized. Then, its body is cut
open so that medical students can
observe how its beating heart and
healthy kidneys will react when
certain drugs are injected.
Once the procedure is over,
the dog is too mutilated to be
saved. Like a pair of used rubber
gloves, the dog is thrown into a
trash bag.
Though to some it may sound
inhumane, the procedure is prac
ticed by nearly two-thirds of the
nation's 125 medical schools. At
some schools, such as the Univer
sity of Colorado, the "dog lab" is
a required part of the curricu
lum—a fatal experiment that pro
ponents call an important learn
ing tool for students.
At least one group, the Physi
cians Committee for Responsible
Medicine, has expressed its out
rage by taking out newspapers ads
encouraging first-year UC medi
cal students to skip the dog lab in
their March physiology class.
"The ad points out that Colo
rado students have a choice and
they should exercise that," said
David Wasser, communications
director for the Washington-based
physicians group that promotes
alternatives to animal experi
ments.
Last year, the UC medical
school was forced to pay $95,000
to Buddhist student Safia Rubaii,
who said dog experiments were
against her religion. As part of the
settlement, the school agreed to
change its policy, allowing stu
dents to opt out of the lab if they
had similar objections.
The ad prepared by the phy
sicians group says: "For the first
time ever, students at the Univer
sity of Colorado have a choice.
We hope they use it. Personal eth
ics matter."
Wasser said the group ob
jects to the dog lab because stu
dents can learn just as much about
physiology through textbooks and
computer simulations.
"They're not doing anything
groundbreaking," Wasser said.
Also, the alternatives are more
cost-effective and can be re
peated, he argues. "Unlike comcontinued on page 9
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puter programs, dog labs are a oneshot event. If a student misses some
thing, you can't revive the dog," he
said.
The top medical schools—
Harvard, Yale, Columbia and
Stanford universities—have stopped
dog labs, he said. The Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medi
cine is targeting top-ranked Johns
Hopkins University, which still re
quires it for first-year medical stu
dents.
Dr. Richard Krugman, dean of
the UC medical school, said dog labs
are an excellent teaching method and
should not be discontinued simply
because of the action of other
schools.
"I do believe it is a fundamental
right of our faculty to set its curricu
lum," he said. "Our faculty believe
they're educationally important."
On course evaluations each year,
"the overwhelming majority of our
students have said the labs are won
derful," he said.
But while the new policy allows
students with religious objections to
opt out of the lab, those who object
foe other reasons, such as animal
rights, still must take part in the dog
lab, he added.
"As long as the faculty and stu
dents say this is good education," the
dog labs will continue at the UC
medical school, he said. "I can hon
estly say out of the last six years,
there have been three students who
really have felt strongly about it."
At the same time, Wasser said
many students have called his office,
praising the ad campaign. Not many
med students, however, have planned
to seek an alternative to the lab, he
added.
"Many students may not do so,
for fear of reprisal from their teach
ers," he said.
Dr. Madeleine Jacobs, a 1984
graduate of the University of Colo
rado medical school, says she re
members the dog lab well.
"It was really a pretty traumatic
experiment for me," recalls Jacobs,
who practices family medicine out
side of Colorado Springs. "I now feel
that it is pretty unethical for the data
you get out of it. It didn't really add
to my education."
Although Jacobs said she has a
great deal of respect for the UC
teachers, she doesn't think they
should force students to take the lab.

"It is stressful, for quite a few of
the students," she said. "If they
don't feel comfortable with it,
they shouldn't be doing it."

was discovered, the dinary citizens who witness a crime
Court Rules Against The moonlighting
two-job arrangement was temporary. in progress—need approval by their
Commuter Prof
He planned to decide within a year schools' board of directors and per
whether he wanted to leave the uni mission from the state they are located
By Jodi Compton
versity for the other school, Zahavy in. They also need hundreds of hours
The Minnesota Daily
of special training, said Tuttle.
said.
University of Minnesota
"Two old security guys that drive
The University of Minnesota was
Drug Arrests on College
around on a scooter just don't cut it
within its rights to fire a professor
anymore," said John Delamer, direc
who secretly held a second full-time Campuses On Increase
tor of security at the University of
teaching position 900 miles away, the By Peter Strazzabosco
Dayton. Students' parents, he added,
Minnesota Court of Appeals ruled College Press Service
are supportive of the more authorita
An increasing number of college drug
this month.
tive role of campus security.
users are looking for more than their
"There is a growing sense that we
Department of Classical and Near
next hit these days. Many are looking owe our communities a professional
Eastern Studies professor Tzvee
for bail money.
police presence, just like every other
Zahavy was dismissed by UM in
The number of drug-related ar
community
in the nation," he said.
April 1995. The dismissal was in re rests on U.S. college campuses has
"You have every type of crime, from
sponse to the January 1993 discov jumped 34 percent in recent years,
robbery, homicide, rape and drugs,
ery that he also was teaching at the according to statistics compiled by
and parents want to know how we're
University of North Carolina at Char The Chronicle of Higher Education. protecting their sons and daughters."
lotte two days a week. Neither school The most popular offense? By far,
Because most campus police
knew about his unusual commute. possession of marijuana, campus po forces don't have a jail, cooperation
Although UM policy does not always lice say.
with the local police department is
The upswing in arrests has more
necessary when suspects are charged
forbid moonlighting, the Board of
to do with colleges adopting a stricter
with criminal activity and detained,
Regents decided in 1995 that the
enforcement policy against illegal
rather
than questioned and released,
North Carolina job adversely af drugs over the past five years than it
he
said.
fected Zahavy's performance. In his does with increased usage among stu
The crackdown on drugs at San
appeal, Zahavy claimed the univer dents, said Doug Tuttle, president of
Diego
City College was so dramatic
sity did not prove his performance the International Association of Law
that drug-related arrests by campus
suffered.
Enforcement Administrators. The in
police jumped from three to 58 be
Appeals Court Judge Robert crease in arrests is an indication that
tween 1991 and 1992, according to Lt.
Schumacher disagreed in his March drug policy laws recently passed by
Jose Vargas of the San Diego Com
4 ruling. "This period of time away Congress are having an impact on col
munity College Police Department. In
from the University of Minnesota lege campuses, he said.
1995 the number fell to 19 arrests, but
clearly prevented him from applying
"The amendment to The Drug not through lack of effort. "We're out
himself full time to his scholarship Free Schools and Communities Act in
there every day prepared to make ar
1989 spelled out pretty explicitly what rests," he said, adding that many
and service at the University."
Zahavy's battle to keep his job was a to do to prevent substance abuse on people who are arrested are not en
long one but, ironically, it began with campus. And the drug and alcohol en rolled at the school.
forcement provisions it had were ech
his stepping down voluntarily.
Arrestees that are students not
oed
the following year in the Crime only face a judge, but also the school's
When his moonlighting was discov
ered in 1993, Zahavy quit the North Awareness and Campus Security Act, internal disciplinary system. "It's like
Carolina job and also agreed to qui which requires schools to publish a a double-whammy," Vargas said. "It
etly leave his Minnesota position. record of their offenses," he said. "Ar could result in academic probation,
But when then-College of Liberal rests are a way schools indicate com expulsion, or other disciplinary mea
pliance with drug policies when the
sures depending on the person's his
Arts Dean Julia Davis made his ac
audit team from the US Department
tions public, Zahavy changed his
tory."
of Education comes around and looks
The University of Dayton's in
mind.
at the numbers."
ternal disciplinary system reserves the
A Hennepin County judge agreed
In order to exhibit an anti-drug
right to levy fines against individuals
that Zahavy's resignation was invalid
stance to federal agencies that provide
under the circumstances, and Zahavy financial aid, many colleges are giv caught breaking school drug policies,
returned to the UM, which then be ing campus security forces a new Delamer said. And because the bur
gan proceedings to strip him of ten weapon in the war on drugs—the abil den of proof is reduced to "a prepon
derance of evidence" rather than "rea
ure.
ity to place students under arrest. Usu
sonable
doubt," disciplinary measures
That two-year battle ended in a ally that means handcuffs and read
are
easier
to justify in the school's ad
closed Board of Regents meeting in ing of constitutional rights by a
ministrative
office thaii in a U.S.
which the board deliberated only 15 specially trained officer sworn to
minutes before deciding to fire enforce the state laws, Tuttle said. courtroom.
"If a bong is discovered in an
Zahavy. Regent Thomas Reagan said
Campus security forces that don't
apartment
occupied by four stu
the professor would have to be Su have the power to arrest have to call
dents,
the
school
could issue a pen
perman not to neglect his UM job the local police department whenever
alty
to
every
person
living there
while working another full-time po an incident is serious enough to re
based
on
the
preponderance
of evi
sition.
quire involvement by the criminal jus
dence.
But
that
association
of
guilt
But some of Zahavy's students tice system, he said.
wouldn't
have
much
weight
in
the
thought that if any professor could
While security personnel at many
courts,"
he
said.
Other
disciplin
do it, he could. They praised the large, state-supported schools have
professor to the regents before the had arrest authority for many years, ary measures could involve aca
closed session, and after the fir it's new to private schools that depend demic probation, community ser
ing, one student announced plans to on federal dollars for grants and re vice, change of residence or expul
transfer out of the university.
search funds. Campus police officers
sion, he said.
Neither Zahavy nor his lawyer could seeking arrest authority—or greater
be reached for comment.
authority than what is extended to orcontinued on page 11

Zahavy said that at the time his
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Sports Shorts
ASC's Track Team Is
on the Move!
From Darrell Stephens,
Director of Sports Information
Armstrong State College had several run
ners compete recently in the track and field com
petition at the Albany Relays in Albany,Georgia.
In the men's portion of the event, ASC's Robert
Sprinkle finished in the 5,000 meter run in a
time of 16:30 with teammate Chris Boyce fin
ishing fifth in 16:31:68. the Pirate's Jason Rob
erts finished in 18:10 and Chris Willis in
Robert Sprinkle (lead)
19:04.In the men's 1,500 meter run, the Pirate's
Nick Deaton took fourth place in a time of 4:17:89 with Germaine Brown
finsishing eith in 4:19:95. In the 800 meter run, Brown finsihed seventh in
2:00:92 and Deaton eith in 2:01:56.
Competing in the women's division of the Relays, ASC's Julie WimerLong finished second in the 3,000meter run in a time of 11:04:02.
ASC is competing in track and field for the second year, on a limited
basis, to provide a spring season for cross country team members. The track
and field team is currently composed of members of the ASC cross country
team. The Pirates will compete in five meets this spring, as allowed by NCAA
regulations governing spring cross country practice.
The remainder of the 1996 track and field schedule is as follows:

Chris Boyce

March 30, at Emory Classic in Atlanta, GA.
April 6, at Albany State Invitational in Albany, GA.
April 13, at Emory Invitational in Atlanta, GA.
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CIVIC CENTER ROOMS NAMED
AFTER LOCAL SAVANNAH CELEBS
SEE IF YOU CAN MATCH THE
PERSON TO THE DEED
1. Andrew Bryan
2. James Simms
3. Jane Deveaux
4. Mary Musgrove

REGENTS' ESSAY
S^TEST PREP SESSIONS

WHERE: Th e Writing C enter
(Gamble 1 09)
WHEN: Sun day, April 28 at 1PM
Monday, April 29 at 10AM and 5PM
Tuesday, April 30 at noon and 5PI
Sunday, May 5 at 1 PM

5. Flannery O'Connor
6. Franklin Traub
7. Lowell Mason
8. Cecil Day

a. A native Savannahian, he was an organist at
the Independent Presbyterian Church and a
banker at the Old Pink House. He moved to Bos
ton in 1838 and became the first public school
music teacher in the country. He later wrote nu
merous hymns that are prevalent today.
b. Savannah's first famous woman, instrumental
in establishing the colony of Georgia.
c. A "free woman of color" who courageously con
ducted a secret school for blacks form 1847 until
the arrival of General Sherman in Dec. 1864.
d. A native Savannahian who served on the His
toric Foundation Board and later helped write an
official guidebook entitled "Sojourn in Savannah".
e. The Founder of Days Inn and a Savannah na
tive, he started the world's fastest growing motel
chain on Tybee Island in 1 970.
f. Georgia's first black leader and pastor of First
African Baptist Church on Franklin Square.
g. The first black elected official in Savannah who
later served in Georgia's legislature during Recon
struction.
h. After graduating from St. Vincent's Academy,
she became one of Georgia's most celebrated
authors and is considered one of t he best Ameri
can short story writers.

DRUG ARRESTS cont.
Dan Krumbholtz, director of
security at Wittenberg University,
said students are more concerned
with punishment exacted by the
dean's office than what happens
downtown. "They're looking at
how it affects their educational
career, rather than as a fine from
a misdemeanor drug charge," he
said.
Another factor affecting the
rise of drug arrests on campus is
what Tuttle calls a return to "the
roots of American policing."
Campus police that would patrol
large areas in a squad car now are
more likely to get out of their cars
and walk a smaller beat. And be
cause Congress has mandated
schools to provide special drug
prevention and enforcement pro
grams, more people are being
taught how to recognize and re
port drug use. These people in
clude residence hall advisors,
teachers, neighborhood residents
and store owners, he said.
Still, while drug arrests are up
on American campuses, the num
ber of students who report using
drugs has declined, according to
an annual drug use survey con
ducted by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services. In
1980, more than 50 percent of stu
dents surveyed said they had
smoked marijuana in the last 12
months, but in 1984, only 29 per
cent responded that they had. LSD
use dropped from 6 percent to 5
percent over the same period; co
caine usage fell from 16 percent
to 2 percent, and alcohol went
from 91 percent to 83 percent,
according to the survey.
Monthly marijuana use by

"I am of the male
gender, but not of
the male mind."
A Southern Gentleman's Opinion
It is thought that males do not
think as most women do today.
This fact is not true. Some men,
listen to every word spoken to
them by their wives or girlfriends.
I have problems, too, but it is the
time that men and woman have
to blow off steam. My friends call

college students dropped from 34
percent to 14 percent, and daily
use dropped from 7 percent to less
than 2 percent over the same time
period, according to the survey.
The numbers, depending on
how they're interpreted, may not
be all they are cracked up to be,
said Allen St. Pierre, deputy na
tional director of the National
Organization for the Reformation
of Marijuana Laws. He said
today's college students, who
have been exposed to A Partner
ship For a Drug Free America and
Drug and Alcohol Resistance
Education (DARE) programs
since they were in grammar
school, are telling the government
what it wants to hear, he said.
Other national surveys indicate
that 50 percent of 16- to 19-yearolds smoke marijuana at least
once a month.
"It's asinine to attempt to
guess and extrapolate from these
surveys how much drugs are be
ing consumed," said St. Pierre.
"Sure, the marijuana prohibition
ists will beat their chests like al
pha apes over what is perceived
to be a decrease, but all they did
was drive down people's willing
ness to admit it. There's no crite
ria that anyone can look at and say
'we're winning.'"
Many colleges that have his
torically shown a tolerance for
marijuana have little choice but to
tow the line on government drug
policies, he said. "If the question
of federal money is hung over
their heads, and they are threat
ened to lose a percentage of
greatly relied-on federal aid, col
leges only need a quick cost-ben
efits analysis before they com
ply," he said.

Guilty!
by Jo "Mama" Lloyd

A great writer once told me,
"the best way to get a writer to stop
writing is to give theman assignment
for the Inkwell." Okay! Okay! It was
Beverly English, the editor of the
Inkwell, and it was spoken half in
jest....but I admit it hit home!
Beverly has assigned a
couple of articles to me and I have
to admit (not willingly) that she is
right. I have found that I put an ar
ticle on the back burner and wait and
"hem haw" (as my G ranny used to
say) until she's fed up with me and I
feel so bad I just don't get it done.
Don't misunderstand, she never
throws things at me (Beverly, not my
Granny), she simply says, "I under
stand" or "Okay", which is far worse
than a slap.
I have all the intentions of
doing these articles when Iaccept the
assignment (yes, you can decline).
They just seem to fall least signifi
cant in my nagging , growling list of
priorities. AND YET, I was one of
the most vocal when we almost lost
the Inkwell last year. Yes,We almost
lost our only means of mass commu
nication on this campus, because no
one was willing to take the job, work
the long hours and do it all by them
selves. Well, Beverly agreed to
(thank goodness) AND Carrie agreed
to help (Yea!), so we still have the
Inkwell.
Do you realize that this is a
campus of secrets? Yeah, Secrets.
The faculty from one department
rarely knows what is going on in the
other departments; the administra
tion never tells anyone anything, and
the students (bless their hearts) are
more like mushrooms ( you know,
left in the dark and fed sh~) than stu
dents. The best solution is of course,
the Inkwell. Students, Administra
tion and Faculty alike can write and
men scum, lower than life, pigs, they don't even have to be good at it
and other characteristics to stress
out their problems. Well, it is time male mind." Maybe you ask,
to stress my feelings to them. Un " Why do you separate the two?"
fortunately, I do not share my It has been throughout my life to
problems with many people. I find that men do treat women
have a happy expression on my badly. I have, also, seen that
women treat men badly, too. I
face always.
have
treated all people the same
I have many southern values
inherited into my soul. I believe in the point-of-view I see. I have
that southern people can be the friends to come to me to listen to
nicest people that live in America. their problems. I understand and
I could be wrong, but in my case appreciation the time. It gives me
it is true. That is why " I am of a better understanding of being a
the male gender, but not of the man in love.
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(although, they should remember
their name will be on it). If they feel
shakey they can take their articles to
the writing center where the staff
there loves to help; and they are
pretty dam good too.
Oh, well! Beverly, this is a pub
lic apology and a renewed commit
ment to you. I will do much better
this quarter ( even though I am tak
ing an extremely hard Chemistry
class). Besides, it only takes a minute
to write an article (and to anyone
who's reading this...you can earn
money and it looks good on a re
sume. [ed. Gee, as if I wasn't egotis
tical enough already....I realize that
everyone has commitments, but the
paper could be a whole lot better if
more people contributed ideas. I get
sick of listening to myself allthe time
and would love to take a break and
give someone else a chance. I know
you guys are out there, I've heard
your comments second hand. We are
going to schedule another writers
meeting soon. If you would like to
be invited, please drop your name,
phone number and time/day you are
available in the Student Activities
Office and we will schedule an ap
pointment. We only pay cash to regu
lar staff writer's and for requested
graphic art, but we are working now
on a system in which your profes
sors would be willing to give you ex
tra credit if you cover a lecture, field
trip or some such event that relates
to a class that you are taking. Ask
your professors if they are willing to
do this and let us know. Afew people
are under the impression that if they
drop off a thirty page essay, we can
go through and edit it and print a
summary. We also had a group that
missed the deadline and then brought
us a half dozen xeroxed sheets out
of a magazine and wanted us to write
a story for them the day the paper
was going to press. We can't do that,
but we are willing to work with you
and show you how to do it yourself.

"I haven 't told him about the
karate lessons yet. I want it
to come as a surprise."
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Regents Slam Student Advisory
Council: Important Issues
Discussed For Changes at ASC.
By Lorie Williams
On Friday, Feb. 16, the SAC
Bricklayers played the Runnin'
Regents in a basketball game. In
this era of increased cooperation
between students and the regents,
the students decided to let the re
gents win. But the Winter Con
ference of the Student Advisory
Council to the Board of R egents
was not all fun and games. Two
new task forces have been created
by the allocation. At SAC, stu
dents were appointed to these new
task forces. The student activity
fee for all schools in the Univer
sity System of Georgia.
Armstrong will not be experienc
ing any change in o ur system of
activity fee allocation because we,
the students, already have total
allocative control.
Semester conversion had
been approved for Fall 1998. This
had provided an opportunity for
schools to revise their curriculum
based on the goals and visions
established by each institution. A
proposal is before the Regents
regarding a change in the current
core curriculums, including the
new credits in semester hours.
SAC passed constitutional
and bylaw amendments which
improve the grammar and syntax
of the original document and
which will help SAC work more
effectively for the students. SAC
also passed a resolution establish
ing a correspondence campaign
concerning any legislation per
taining to higher education
through the Legislative Affairs
Committee. This will provide in
formation to the system institu
tions about any legislation before
the Georgia General Assembly
that is concerned with higher edu
cation. Noting the importance of

voter registration and the success
of the University system of Geor
gia Student Voter Registration
Week, SAC passed a resolution to
recognize member institutions
which demonstrate the greatest
capacity in their endeavors to reg
ister voters. In an effort to ensure
that libraries in the University
System of Georgia work with the
students to establish .hours based
on the needs of students, SAC
passed a letter to the presidents of
the system institutions concerning
library hours. As in the case of
activity fee allocation, Armstrong
students will not be affected by
this letter. We at Armstrong are
fortunate to have an administra
tion that works with the students
to determine their needs for the
establishment of library hours.
Outside the general assem
bly session and the committee
meetings, students met in caucus
meetings to find solutions to prob
lems that had been tried out at all
similar institutions. We discussed
the issues of child care, course
preview books, activity hours,
town hall meetings, and a cam
pus life section on the news. This
was a great opportunity for SGA
to see novel approaches to prob
lems that we are dealing with.
To wrap up Winter SAC, we
had a legislative breakfast. Stu
dent leaders met with the leaders
of the state. We had an opportu
nity to discuss issues that are rel
evant to students with the legisla
tures who make public policy
concerning our schools. We also
had the chance to thank legisla
tors for the wonderful new
GALILEO system an all of the
funds that have been allocated
toward the colleges and universi
ties.

DISABILITY AWARENESS DAY

SCHEDULED FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 25TH
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS! CONTACT STUDENT
ACTIVOTE'S JAN JONES ON SECOND FLOOR OR MCC
Gary O'Rear, a Recreational Therapist at St. Joseph's is interested
in starting a wheelchair recreational sports program in Savannah.
For more information contact him at 927-5106

Health Care Job Fair
Wednesday, May 8,1996
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Aquatics &
Recreation Center
(Old Gym)
Come speak with
employers about
employment
opportunities
or explore
career choices in
the health care field
•No sign-up required
•Bring resumes and dress professionally
if yo u plan to interview .
•For more information contact the
O f f i c e o f C a r e e r Services, 2nd
floor, MCC, 927-5269

The
Hispanic
Society
Invites you to a wonderful Mexican
Lunch-rice, beans, tacos, and
Coke for $3.00. Lunch will b e served
from 11 - 2 on Thursday April 11th.
So come and join us in front of the
fountain and enjoy a special culi
nary treat donated by Pepe's Mexi
can Restaurant on Bay Street. The
money raised will b e used for the
Gary Fodor Scholarship Fund.
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ASC Athletic Director Resigns
From Media Reports
Dr. Roger Counsil, ASC's
athletic director, resigned on
March 11, citing a desire to return
to the classroom and a need for a
less stressful position. Counsil
will remain at ASC as a full-time
tenured faculty member.
Counsil has been the ath
letic director at ASC since 1991.
Council's resignation came within
days of the announcement of the
firing of Women's Basketball
coach Kim Bynum and Assistant
Coach Jennifer Bright, which

brought rumors that things were
not right in paradise.
There has been no evidence
to support any of the rumors of
managerial
indiscretions.
Armstrong's athletic program saw
unprecedented growth and
achievement under Counsil's
leadership.
Dr. Eddie Aenchbacher has
been named acting athletic direc
tor. Michael Lariscy, program co
ordinator for physical education,
has been name acting head of the
physical education program.

President Burnett Receives April
. Fool's Barbeque Surprise

When School Officials anounced to the media that it had plans to
Roast President Burnett for April Fool's day, they had no idea,
the school meant Literally!

When the media caught up with Roger Counsil at the Ap"1 Fo°
Barbeque bash, he said he had no idea where President Burnett had
disappeared to. When asked if he was enjoying the barbeque, Counsil
said, "No. I've been trying to keep an eye on myself lately. I ve even
considered becoming a vegetarian," Counsil stated as he smirked
mysteriously and turned his attention back to the grill.

ASC Fires Women's
Basketball Coaches

By B.J. English
Had we not already planned a
big April Fool's issue, this news
would be front page. It has already
made headlines in the local paper and
is the talk of the campus gossip line.
Most people agree that the of
ficial reason's stated to the media as
to the firing of Kim Bynum and Jen
nifer Bright, are not solid enough to
stand on their own.
I spoke with a former athlete
who informed me that she too had
participated in the varsity sports pro
gram with a heart murmur and that
the coaches knew about it and never
kept her off the team.
"It just doesn't make sense that
they would fire them over something
like that. There has to be more to it
than they are letting on."
Indeed, there is.We obtained an
official copy of the 81 page investi
gative report and uncovered what we
feel to be the real reason behind the
firings. We neither agree or disagree
with the decision behind the firings
as we are unfamiliar with either Ms.
Bynum or Ms. Bright. However, we
feel that if t he truth , such that it is,
should be reported.
No names were used in this re
port and we will refrain from print
ing the speculative accusations of
sexual misconduct, a? we feel there
is no real basis for such accusations
and as no formal charges have been
filed, the matter is at this point is
closed.
The following information was
taken verbatim from a letter written
March 8,1996: in reference to WBB
Coaches: "After discussions with—
—I am convinced that there were no
mitigating circumstances that would
account for their actions. It would
follow, then, that either dismissal or
a stem reprimand would be an ap
propriate action, particularly in an
atmosphere of collegial conflict be
tween those coaches and the
.
Dismissal could accomplish
several positive outcomes: 1) —
would probably feel vindicated, butmight still seek retribution
against
. 2) It would eliminate a
negative personnel situation and
probably restore a better level of collegiality within the Division."
The report continues: "On the
negative side, the dismissal could
"go public" with us having no con
trol over what is said to the media.
"It could even develop legal chal
lenges, but I think that is highly un
likely in light of the irrefutable na
ture of the charges."
The irrefutable charges are

those stated to the media: that coach
Bynum played leading scorer Christa
Vaughan against doctors orders. This
is where the report gets tricky.
Bynum states that the she fol
lowed proper procedures in playing
Vaughan, the school states she did
not. Bynum stated that she had a
problem with the lack of communi
cation in the athletic department,
while others insinuated that she had
a major problem with certain athletic
training room personnel and that this
was causing the athletic department
a great deal of str ess.
Numerous statements in the 81
page document address this very is
sue and it is strongly believed by
numerous people who are familiar
with the case, that the grievances
among the athletic training room
staff and the two WBB coaches is the
main reasoning power behind the fir
ings; as much or more so than the
endangering of a student athlete.
The report is very lengthy, and,
as I do not wish to be fired myself, I
will not go into all of the details, but
I do wish to point out that no one
should have to be afraid of being
honest or of approaching decision
makers with their problems without
fear of reprisal.
Just as importantly, spreading
half truths and unfounded specula
tions does not make a problem bet
ter, but worse.
The report which we reviewed
states that on September 18, 1995,
"
gives the final say to
coaches as to whether or not an ath
lete can return to participation fol
lowing an injury. Coaches now not
only have the right to go against the
recommendation of an ATC, but also
of an M .D.!"
On November 22, 1995, after
the Vaughan incident a memo was
circulated. The report shows that
"-stated that he has sent out a
memo recommending that all
coaches seriously consider all recom
mendations of the trainers and that
they are not to override a doctor's
recommendation.
also stated
that he cannot believe that he said
coaches can go over a doctor's rec
ommendation, but says he must
have."
Based on this information in
the report, it isdifficult to believe that
the information reported by local
media is a totally accurate descrip
tion of what really is going on at our
campus. We only hope the problem
will be resolved without unjustly
hurting the school's reputation or any
of t he people who attend it or work
for it.
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The Real Scoop on
Daycare at ASC
By B.J. English
A number of students on cam
pus feel as if their concerns are
being ignored. Quite often, their
concerns are taken seriously and
discussed by special committees
that no one ever hears about.
For instance, Joe Buck, head
of Student Affairs states that,
"school administrators have been
looking into the problem of
daycare on campus for over 15
years now, Other schools that
have adopted day care programs
on campus just haven't found
them to be financially feasible.
The liability insurance alone is
prohibitive to an onsite daycare
center, plus, we don't even have
room for the teachers and classes
that we have now and we'd need
to build a special building just to
house daycare. You wouldn't
want a daycare center right in the
middle of where your college
classes are being taught. It would
be too disruptive."
Savannah State has been a
little more successful at starting a
day care center, because as an his
torically black college, they eli
gible to receive several state
grants that help to support upward
bound daycare costs for disadvan
taged college students with chil
dren.
ASC is not eligible for these
grants, so money for a daycare
center would have to come di
rectly out of student's pockets. A
special staff would have to be
hired full time and while those in
health and education fields on
campus would love to help out,
they simply don't have the man
power to be exclusively in charge
of all the children who might use
the facilities on a regular basis.
' Even if a daycare did come on
campus, students might not have
a guarantee that they will be able
to keep their children there. A1
Harris, of Student Activities
stresses that a daycare center
would be limited to about 40 chil
dren ana that if more than that
wished to attend, a lottery would
have to be set up to decide who
gets a spot and who doesn't.

Harris said that the school had
worked out a discount for students
with the ABC childcare center on
the corner of Whitebluff and
Windsor Road, but that not
enough students utilized the ser
vices, so the discount was re
moved.
One mother of two said that
she had used ABC center but was
not pleased with the type of care
they gave her children and with
drew them from the program.
"Most parents would prefer to
have their children closer to home
than to the school," said the stu
dent. "I would prefer to have them
stay at home or with a friend or
my parents who I trust will look
after them, but for a lot of stu
dents, that isn't possible and even
those parents who's children are
in school, have special problems
when the kids have a holiday and
the parents have to go to school
at ASC."
Currently, the Regents have
adopted a program stating that
parents are not allowed to bring

their children to class. The regents
are not only afraid that the chil
dren will disrupt college services,
but are fearful that if a child is in
jured on campus, the school may
be sued. Buck sites a law suit that
occurred some years ago when a
night student brought his child to
the library and left him there un
attended while he went to class.
The child tried to get candy out
of an old candy machine. When
the machine failed to deliver the
goods, the child climbed on top
of the machine and began rock
ing it back and forth. The vend
ing machine fell on top of the boy,
causing minor internal damage
and broken bones. The father of
the boy sued the school for negli
gence and won. Ever since then,
the school has been very wary
about allowing students to bring
their children to class.
Many students have felt that
this policy is unfair and that the
school is ignoring the growing
needs of students who are often
divorced or unmarried and hav-

ing to raise their children on their
own.
Buck stated that when he and
his wife Marilyn were raising
their children, they had to take
turns on who had to miss class or
work to take care of the children
when they were sick or out of
school on holiday. Buck says that
it is a sacrifice that you expect to
make when you become a parent
and that while the administration
is sympathetic to students with
young children, they simply can
not afford an onsite center.
The school is looking into
possible alternatives. One student
suggested that the Baptist Student
Union could make a fortune if
they opened up a daycare center
there and gave students and in
structors a special discount.
Currently, Adrian Dillard, a
graduate intern at ASC is conduct
ing a survey through the Student
Affairs Office to determine a
more accurate view of students
wishing to see daycare arrive on
campus.

CHILDCARE SURVEY

Yes

No

1. Do you have children of daycare age? If not thank you for your time.
2. How many children do you have and what are their ages?
3. Do you have the primary child care responsibility for your children?

—

4. Is/Are your child(ren) in a licensed daycre facility while you attend
ASC?
5. Is/Are your child(ren) cared for in your home while you attend ASC?
Someone elses home?
6. Approximately how much do you currently pay per week for childcare
per child?

$

7. Indicate the importance of the following factors in your childcare deci
sion:
Not Important

Important

Very Important

Cost
Quality
Location
Convenience
8. Are you more likely to choose a childcare facility closer to your home
or closer to campus?

Home

9. Would you keepn your child at an ASC Daycare Center if the price was
comparable to what you pay now?

Yes

Return Survey to the Student Affairs Office by April 23rd.

Campus

No
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Armstrong State Hosts
GIMME SOME GRITS-NOlympic Security Symposium
GRAVY: a Night with
By J. Di on Couch
On February 28th
Southern Culture on the Skids!!

the Armstrong State
College Criminal
Justice Graduate
Students presented
the symposium:
"Olympic Security How will it chal
lenge the leadership
and management of
our local law en
forcement agen
cies?" Over 50 stu
dents, residents and
media members at
tended the 7 :00 pm
Savannah Police Chief David Gallatly
symposium in the
Health Professions Auditorium. Media included all three local televi
sion stations, the Savannah News Press, the Atlanta Constitution
Journal, and of course the Inkwell! Dean William L. Megathlin acted
as moderator for the evening, and after opening remarks from Presi
dent Burnett the key speakers spoke on their role for the upcoming
Olympics.
The featuredspeakers were: Savannah Police Chief David Gellatly,
U. S. Coast Guard Captain Jerry Willis, Olympic Venue Security
Manager Edward Dutko (spouse of ASC Nursing Professor Kathleen
Dutko), Savannah Police Lieutenant Gaiy GJemboski, Chatham
County P olice Captain Burkholter, Savannah Police Major Ralph
Bashlor and the guest speaker for theevening was theHonorable Floyd
Adams, Mayor, City of Savannah.
These officials from various local law enforcement agencies are
tasked with dealing with the enormous complexities that are required
to ensure safe and successful 1996 Olympic Games at the Savannah
Venue. The dialogue from this conference should spur other officials
and citizens as well to be aware of the potential securit
y problems that
could arise. The memories of the tragedy atthe 1972 Berlin Olympics
are not too far in our past that w e should let our guard down. Each
speaker spelled out therole of their organization and stressed thatthey
would need to work with each other and maintain clear communica
tion to avoid potential difficulties.
The ASC Criminal Justice Leadership and Management Graduate
students involved in organizaing and running this symposium were.
Myrah Duncan, Robert Edenfield, Kevin Lynch, Cami Lyons, Vanessa
O'Neal, Chambliss Stevens, and Niambi Williams.

Olympic
Sailboat
Mysteri
ously
Shows up
outside the
cafeteria.
Pirate
Suspected
of Theft by
the
Olympic
Security
Task
Force.

By J. Dion Couch
Geffen Recording artistsSouth
ern Culture on the Skids brought
their unique brand of "reverb
twanged punkabilly" to the Vel
vet Elvis stage March 19th. The
house was swayin' and stompin'
to such soon to be classics as
"Camel Walk" and "Voodoo
Cadillac". Guitarist Rick Miller
coaxed some mightyrhythms from
his Danelectro while the bottom
end was layed down superbly by
Mary Huff on bass and Dave
Hartman on drums.
The opening act for theevening
was theSwinging Neck Breakers.
They played anhour long set that,
I swear, had over 70 songs in it. I
thought I was at aRamones show
except for the lack of leather and
the songs were only slightly less
frantic. They definitely estab
lished a high energy level for the
evening.
As soon as Southern Culture on
the Skids came out I immediately
switched to Dixie beer and really
started to enjoy myself. It was if
Goober from the Andy Griffith
Show was playing guitar - not
because of the bands greatlove of
fried foods but for their embrac
ing of all which is right in the
world of white trash. The beach
blanket bingo meets B-52's mu
sic that came out was thoroughly
enjoyed by the eclectic Velvet
Elvis crowd. Even sailors from
the visiting British Royal Yacht
got into the action. One sailor
didn't even wait for his beer be
Dave Hartman
Rick Miller and
Mary Huff of
Southern
Culture on
The Skids

fore he was outon the dance floor,
. hat in hand, e njoying some AilAmerican music. Rick Miller had
the advice of the night when he
had the dance floor do the limbo:
"It's not how low you go, it's how
you approach the pole".
Southern Culture on the Skids
(or SCOTS for short) are on tour
in support of their major label
debut effort Dirt Track Date. The
CD, released in 1995, contains 14
tracks and abonus track with about
10 minutes of actual dirt track
racing! Some other highlights of
the CD are "Soul City", which is
featured on the trailer for the Adam
Sandler film "Happy Gilmore",
and "Fried Chicken and Gaso
line". "Camel Walk", the band's
latest single is on the soundtrack
for the new Ben Stiller movie
"Flirting With Disaster". "Fried
Chicken and Gasoline" you need
to see live to appreciate. The band
brought two y oung ladies up on
stage todance with apiece of fried
chicken in their hands, pausing
only to peel pieces off to feed to
appreciative dancers on the floor
below. Bassist Mary Huff disr
plays her vocal charms when she
gets right down to the real "Nitty
Gritty"!
If you like your rock with soul,
and twangs your thang, then
Southern Culture on the Skids has
what you're looking for! I highly
recommend Dirt Track Dat e and
that you go see SCOTS live be
fore some bowling alley makes
them their permanent house band!
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Regency
The A Capella
group REGENCY
entertained
the
lunchtime crowd at
Shearouse Plaza on
March 5th. Over 100
people enjoyed lis
tening and partici
pating in thier 75
minute
perfor
mance. The show
ran a bit overtime,
but singers an
nounced that they
had officially can
celled classes for the
day. As if on cue,
over 40 professors
filed by on their way
back from a faculty
meeting in Jenkins
Hall. "See," said the
lead singer, "they've
all heard the news
and they're going
home," at which the
crowd went wild with laughter!
Open Door Productions of the College Union Board sponsored
this hit performance and provided free munchies to the crowd. Look
for more shows from YOUR Student Government Association.

Students think SGA Picked a Winner in REGENCY show

CATFISH JENKINS - YOUR CATCH OF THE DAY, APRIL 23!

CATFISH JENKINS

TUESDAY, APRIL 23RD, CATFISH JENKINS WILL BE PERFORMING
AT NOON ON SHEAROUSE PLAZA. THIS ATHENS BAND HAS BEEN
ENLARGING THEIR FAN BASE AS A RESULT OF THEIR NON-STOP
TOURING WITHIN A 10 STATE AREA. CATFISH JENKINS HAS
SHARED THE STAGE WITH SOME OF THE HOTTEST BANDS ON
THE ROAD TODAY, INCLUDING WIDESPREAD PANIC, ALLGOOD,
BLUES TRAVELER, AND THE SAMPLES. THIS YEAR, THE BAND
WAS CHOSEN TO BE FEATURED ON AWARE II, A POPULAR
SAMPLER OF TOURING COLLEGE BANDS FROM ALL OVER THE
COUNTRY.
NORMALTOWN. THEIR SECOND STUDIO RECORDING ADN KUDZU
RECORDS DEBUT, WAS PRODUCED BY HJOHN KEANE (REM,
INDIGO GIRLS, WIDESPREAD PANIC) IN HIS ATHENS STUDIO.
ACCORDING TO KEANE, "CATFISH JENKINS IS ONE OF THE MOST
PROMISING NEW BANDS TO COME OUT OF ATHENS." PACK A
LUNCH, OR EVEN BETTER, JUST EAT SOME OF THE FREE FOOD
PROVIDED BY ROCK ME PRODUCTIONS AND ENJOY THIS FREE
CONCERT!
Catfish Jenkins is: Wes Yoakam - Guitar, Keyboards, Harp, Lead Vocals; Ian
Brown - Guitars, Vocals; Riley Smith - Drums; and Brian Gillette - Bass, Vocals.
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Let's Get Candid
Director of Student
Activities A1 Harris
gives candid advice to
noted "sexpert" Ellen
Gootblatt. Ms.
Gootblatt is the prior
host of WABC's #1
rated talk radio relation
ships show. Her 3
hottest topics are "Sex,
Passion & Intimacy,
Meeting Dating, Relat
ing & Mating - 250
important questions to
ask before you go
further in a relationship"
and Men aren't
Women!" When ques
tioned by Ellen, Al's
reply was "Why yes, I
am a Leo!"

It's not easy being Floyd. Mayor Floyd Adams
guest stars on the Frank Clancy Show: The
annual Sebastian Dangerfield/St. Patrick's
Day Lecture Series that has become a looked
forward to event on campus each year.

Dr. Strozier and multi-badge bespattered
jacket, come out of retirement to celebrate Irish
Literature...or Irish Coffee as the case may be.

SGA Treasurer Lorie Williams (right) to President Pam Aubrey: "Did you steal one
of nty fr ench fries again?" Williams: Them s fightin words,

Lorie Williams spotted in Mexico after "stealing" SGA funds?
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DEEPTHOUGHTS
By Jack Handey
Dad always thought laughter was
the best medicine, which I guess
is why several of us died of tu
berculosis.
Maybe in order to understand
mankind, we have to look at the
word itself: "Mank ind". Basi
cally, it's made up of two sepa
rate words-"mank" and "ind".
What do these words mean ? It's
a mystery, and that's why so is
mankind.
I hope if dogs ever take over the
world, and they chose a king,
they don't just go by size, because
I bet there are some Chihuahuas
with some good ideas.
It takes a big man to cry, but it
takes a bigger man to laugh at
that man.
I bet the main reason the police
keep people away from a plane
crash is they don't want anybody
walking in and lying down in the
crash stuff, then, when somebody
comes up, act like they just woke
up and go, "What was THAT?!"
The face of a child can say it all,
especially the mouth part of the
face.
If you were a poor Indian with no
weapons, and a bunch of conquis
tadors came up to you and asked
where the gold was, I don't think
it would be a good idea to say, "I
swallowed it. So sue me."

Probably the earliest flyswatters
were nothing more than some sort
of striking surface attached to the
end of a long stick.
If trees could scream, would we
be so cavalier about cutting them
down? We might, if they
screamed all the time, for no good
reason.
If you're a horse, and someone
gets on you, and falls off, and then
gets right back on you, I think you
should buck him off right away.
If a kid asks where rain comes
from, I think a cute thing to tell
him is "God is crying." And if he
asks why God is crying, another
cute thing to tell him is "Probably
because of something you did."
As we were driving, we saw a sign
that said "Watch for Rocks."
Marta said it should read "Watch
for Pretty Rocks." I told her she
should write in her suggestion to
the highway department, but she
started saying it was a joke - just
to get out of writing a simple let
ter! And I thought I was lazyL
One thing kids like is to be
tricked. For instance, I was going
totake my little nephew vto
DisneyLand, but instead I drove
him to an old burned-out ware
house. "Oh, no," I said,
"DisneyLand burned down." He
cried and cried, but I think that
deep down he thought it was a
pretty good joke.

We tend to scoff at the beliefs of
the ancients. But we can't scoff
at them personally, to their faces,
and this is what annoys me.

How many bass players does it take
to change a light bulb?
Only one - but the guitarist has to
show him first.
What's the difference between a cello
and a coffin?
The coffin has the corpse on the in
side.
How can you tell when there is a
drummer at y our front door?
The knocking gets faster.
How do you know if there is a per
cussionist at the door?
The knocking gets slower.
Why do drummers have a half ounce
more brains than horses?
So they don't disgrace themselves at
the parade.
What do you call someone who
hangs around with musicians?
A drummer.
How many drummers does it take to
change a light bulb?
Twenty. One to hold the bulb, and
nineteen to drink until the room
spins.
Hey, buddy, how late does the band
play?
Oh, about half a beat behind the
drummer.

There's a five pound note on the
floor. Which of a thrash guitarist, a
drummer who keeps good time,and
a drummer who keeps bad time
picks it up?
The drummer who keeps bad time.
The other drummer doesn't exist
and the thrash guitarist doesn't care
Laurie got offended that I used the about notes anyway.

If you define cowardice as run word "puke." But to me, that's
what her dinner tasted like.
ning away at the first sign of
danger, screaming and tripping
and begging for mercy, then yes, I wish a robot would get elected
Mr. Brave man, I guess I am a president. That way, when he
came to town, we could all take a
coward.
shot at him and not feel too bad.
To me, boxing is like a ballet, ex
cept there's no music, no
choreography, and the dancers hit
each other.

BAND HUMOR

If you're in a war, instead of
throwing a hand grenade at some
guys,throw one of those little
baby-type pumpkins. Maybe it'll
make everyone think of how
crazy war is, and while they're
thinking you can throw a real gre
nade.

How do you get a guitar player to
play softer?
Give him a sheet of music.
How do you make him stop
playing?
Put notes on it!
How many guitarists does it take to
change a light-bulb?
Twenty. One to change the bulb
and nineteen to say "Not bad, but I
could've done better".
How does a drum major change a
light-bulb?
They hold it up and wait for the
world to revolve around them.

SOME THINGS TO
THINK ABOUT
Why do you need a driver's li
cense to buy liquor when you can't
drink and drive? Why isn't pho
netic spelled the way it sounds?
Why are there interstate high
ways in Hawaii? Why are there
flotation devices under plane
seats instead of parachutes? Why
are cigarettes sold in gas stations
when smoking is prohibited
there? Do you need a silencer if
you are going to shoot a mime?
Have you ever imagined a world
with no hypothetical situations?
How does the guy who drives the
snowplow get to work in the
mornings? If 7-11 is open 24
hours a day, 365 days a year, why
are there locks on the doors? If a
cow laughed, would milk come
out her nose? If nothing ever
sticks to TEFLON, how do they
make TEFLON stick to the pan?
If you're in a vehicle going the
speed of light, what happens
when you turn on theheadlights?
You know how most packages
say "Open here". What is the pro
tocol if the package says, "Open
somewhere else"? Why do they
put Braille dots on the keypad of
the drive-up ATM? Why do we
drive on parkways and park on
driveways? Why is it that when
you transport something by car,
it's called a shipment, but when
you transport something by
ship, it's called cargo? You
know that little indestructible
black box that is used on planes,
why can't they make the whole
plane out of the same substance?
Why is it that when you're driv
ing and looking for an address,
you turn down the volume on the
radio? When gay people have a
hard time remembering things, do
they say things like, "I don't know
what's wrong with me today, Ijust
can't think straight," and if they
do say it, do they think it's funny?
If common sense is so common,
then why is it so difficult to find
someone that has it? How do self
cleaning oven's work? Is there
something in there that knows the
difference between spilled food
and the food you're trying to
cook?
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CLASSIFIEDS
NEED MONEY?
Highest prices paid on your Comic
Books, Sportscards, Magic Cards and
Star Trek - Star Wars Figures! CASH
is just a Phone Call away!

Call 692-0016 or (912) 756-6638
Ask For Jeff or Tim

A NEW START

April 18 — 12:15 P.M. — Health
Professions Auditorium: A lec
ture by Professor Olavi Arens on
Eastern Europe and its place in
Europe and the world — the
issue of "ethnic cleansing" and the
relationship between Eastern Eu
rope and the United States will
also be explored in this talk. It is
free and open to the public.
For more information call 9275223.

"Moving to the podium has given
me another means of communi
cating with my audiences and in
many cases, introducing them to
classical music," he explains.
For many people, attending a
Borge concert may be the first
time they've attended a sym
phony concert, so borge feels the
added obligation of being "on"
from beginning to end. "I want
to leave them with a good feeling
about classical music."
But make no mistake, Victor
Borge has not given up his piano.
Between orchestral selections,
will display his pianistic skill, lib
erally sprinkled with his hilarious
brand of humor. ("Chopin wrote
this waltz in three flats," he re
marks, as he begins to play a fa
miliar Chopin piece. "He moved
three times.") As more and more
orchestras clamor for a Borge ap
pearance, the list of podium suc
cesses grows longer and longer.
He has recently conducted the
New York Philharmonic, the
Cleveland, Philadelphia and the
Boston Pops. He was honored by
the American Symphony Orches
tra League in thanks for helping
them to raise thousands and thou
sands of dollars for American or
chestras.

April 30 — APPLICATIONS
DUE FOR BBB SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD
The Better Business Bureau will
open an essay contest to all col
lege students enrolled in a South
east Georgia 4-year college or
university. The topic will be
"Honesty in Advertising", and is
Anouncements
April 4—12:15 P.M. — Health in honor of Diane Wahrman of
Professions Auditorium: Socrates Lee furniture for her long service
Meets the Cyberpunks: Can to the BBB. The first prize award
will be $1000.00 and second
Smart Technologies Make Us
prize will be $500.00. The essay
Really Stupid?
This multimedia lecture by Pro must be at least 500 words in
length, no more than 1,000
fessor Richard Nordquist will
words,
and focused tightly on the
consider how new tools shape
topic.
Entries
will be judged in
their
users and whether "the
road to hell is paved with good part on substance, clarity, and
of
expression.
inventions." This lecture is free accurace
and open to the public. For more Submissionof entries must be
made to the Better Business Bu
information call 927-5223.
reau at 6606 Abercorn Street,
A Victor Borge Performance
Suite
108 C, Savannah, GA.
April 6 — 8:00 P.M. — Savan
is not complete without some
nah Civic Center: The Savannah 31405 no later than April 30,
of his Famous Borgeisms!
Symphony Orchestra will present 1996. The awards will be deter
the legendary VICTOR BORGE mined by May 15, 1996 , and the
in "An Evening of Music & prize money will be presented to "I want to thank my parents for
Mirth" on Saturday, April 6, at the winners at a special BBB making this performance pos
the Johnny Mercer Theatre. Tick Board of directors luncheon meet sible... and my children for mak
ets for the performance are i n g T h u r s d a y a t 1 2
n o o n , ing it necessary."
$26.50, $37 and $48. All the $48 June 6,1996 at First City Club in
Borge feels that the most difficult
tickets are SOLD OUT'.!Limited Savannah.
seating is
still available.
subject to joke about is death.
To reserve tickets, cal the SSO Victor Borge
"Somebody once asked me if it
Box Office at 236-9536 or 1 -800The Savannah Symphony was I or my brother who died."
537-7894.
Orchestra will present the legend
Sponsored by Saussy Engineenng.
ary VICTOR BORGE in an Borge's famous beauty tip -"Stay
evening of Music and Mirth, on away from mirrors."
April 13 — Memorial College Saturday, April 6, at 8 p.m. at the
Center: Armstrong State College Johnny Mercer Theatre. The When asked how he felt about
Visitation Day.... a day for pro eveinings's performance is spon punk rock, he answered, "I have
spective students to learn
met a lot of punks and I have met
aboutadmissions, financial aid, sored by Saussy Engineering.
a
lot of rocks, but I really don't
housing, athletics, academics, and Tickets for the performance are know very much about punk
$26.50,
$37,
and
$48.
All
$48
campus activities at Armstrong. A
rocks."
tour of the campus will be in tickets are SOLD OUT. Limited
seating
is
still
available.
To
re
cluded. Registration is from
10:00- 10:30 A.M. The program serve tickets, call the SSO Box How does Borge attract a
woman's attention? "I tickle her!"
will be from 10:30 - 12:30 P.M. Office at (912) 236-9536 or
1-800-537-7894.
If interested ell Armstrong Admis
sions Office, 927-5277 or 1-800- In recent years, Victor Borge, the Victor Borge performs in five lan
celebrated humorist, has started guages: English, Danish, Ger
633-2349.
conducting more and more major man, Swedish, and the most im
April 14 —3:30 P.M. —Fine Arts orchestras throughout the world, portant of all - the language of
Auditorium: The Pops Concert but his concerts differ from any music.
with the Ed & Friends All-Star others, as Borge wears four hats, A Helpful Glassary of Musical
Borgefinitions
Band, which benefits the music rather than one or two. He is
scholarship
fund, will be on master of ceremonies, conductor,
Sunday, April 14 aL3:?2c stu' piano soloist as well as stand-up Absolute Pitch
Regular admission is $5. Asv^siu
comedian. Borge explains that Complete dark
dents, faculty
and staffadmit- conducting is a natureal evolution A Cappella
ted free with I.D. Call 927 539
of his involvement in music. Just two, please
for more information.
Degree not required. Are you tired of
making money for everyone but your
self? This grwing company gives you the
personal freedom to make as much as
you wnat. Call 355-1910 now and leave
a message.

Accelerandro
Hurry up, the conductor skipped
a page
Adagio molta
Thick shake
A1 Fine
All's well
Appoggiatura
Sorry, wrong number
Assi
Just assai told you
Bagatelle
The lady speaks
Baropue
Butterfingers
Canon
Like a round, only louder
Cantor
Late famous comedian
Da Capo
From the top, only no mistakes
this time
Diminished Fifth
Bottoms up
Fagott
No, a bassoon
Fife
Two before seven
Figured Bass
Female baritone
March
Between February & April
Minnesinger
Harmonic minor
Oboe
A Cockney tramp
Organ
Vital part of the musician
Pizzicato
One with tomato, hold the cheese
Ponticello
A papal cello
Prima Donna Assoluta
A stupid soprano
Recitative
The tune will be along any minute
Round
Like a canon, only smoother
Trio
One too many
Triangle
By mutual agreement
Unaccompanied
The orchestra is on strike

NEWS FLASH - Rock Me Pro
ductions has just booked
Grammy Nominated Recording
Artists ALL40NE to perform on
Tuesday, April 16th at 8:00pm in
the new ASC Sports Complex.
Student tickets(while they last!)
are $12.00 available in Student
Activities. General admission
tickets, available at all Select-ASeat outlets, are $14.00 and tick
ets the day of the show will be

$18.00.

